
Novel and play 18 

 
First director: Duke of Saxe-Meiningen (19th century) 

Arena stage  proscenium stage 

Pre-rehearsal 

 
Choosing a play 

 
Choosing the team 

Casting and audition 

Working on the script 

Moves and blocking 

 
The rehearsal period 

 
The first rehearsal 

The read-through 

Weeks 

The technical rehearsal 

The first dress rehearsal 

First preview 

Opening night 

 
Questions to think about: 

1. The meaning of the play 

2. How do we choose a play? 

3. The floor plan: symmetrical or asymmetrical? What else about the 

composition of the furniture? 

4. Why should the set designer avoid long straight lines? 

5. Have the one who seem to understand the play and read it with some 

ease, or the one who has the look, the voice, or the personality? Why? 

Of course, we need the one who can fit with the rest of the cast. Why 



do we need those who can gain a lot from this acting experience, 

emotionally? 

6. Which one is better? A head actor (one who is technically brilliant, but 

cannot move the audience) or a heart actor (one who moves the 

audience to tears)? 

7. What should the remaining actors do when one actor moves away 

from the grouping of three or more? 

8. Exit line: how to avoid a meaningless pause as the actor exits? 

9. How to have an actor develop his character? Why better not to tell the 

actor how to act before s/he has grasped the feelings? 

10. How to emphasize a character’s entrance/exit? 

11. Why should a director try to make use of the full acting space? 

12. How to offer direction to an actor when you find an acting problem? 

11.How to avoid neglecting those who have developed their characters 

quickly and now get no attention from you? 

12. What do we do when an actor reads every line alike? When he rush 

lines? How to help an actor be more natural? 

13. What do we do with actors who have been on stage for a long period 

of time but has little to say? (How to help them stay in character?) 

14. Prompter or no prompter? 

15. What do we do suppose an emergency should occur to an actor, and 

now the play is to start in 30 minutes? 

16. Which is better? To tell the actors how they should move or have them 

decide for themselves during rehearsal? 

17. Symmetrical balance or asymmetrical balance? Why is the latter used 

more often? 

18. Why should secondary characters not use broad gestures? 

19. How to direct a poetic play? A Farcical play? 

20. Flaccid tempo or pace (lines, fuzzy action cues)  volume and 

intensity



 

THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST (from Braham 

Murrayobjective, Stanislavski) 

 
ALGERNON: How are you, my dear Ernest? What brings you up to 

town? 

JACK:  Oh, pleasure, pleasure! What else should bring one 

anywhere? 

 
Beat 1 

Algernon’s objective is to make Jack feel at home. 

Jack’s objective is to get the upper hand. Algernon always makes him feel 

slightly inferior. 

Eating as usual, I see, Algy! 

 
ALGERNON: (Stiffly.) I believe it is customary in good society to take 

some slight refreshment at five o’clock. 

 
Beat 2 

Jack’s objective is to make Algernon feel in the wrong. Algernon’s to 

defend himself. 

Where have you been since last Thursday? 

JACK: (Sitting down on the sofa.) In the country. 

Beat 3 

Algernon’s objective is to find out where Jack has been. Jack’s objective 

is to tell him. 

 
ALGERNON: What on earth do you do there? 

JACK: (Pulling off his gloves.) When one is in town one amuses 

oneself. When one is in the country one amuses other 

people. It is excessively boring. 

 
Beat 4 

Algernon’s objective is to find out about Jack in the country. Jack’s 

objective is to fob him off, as this life is secret. 

 

 

Beat= paragraph



 

 

Value 

 
Warm Strong Cold 

UR 

5th strongest Scenes 

that are detached or 

somewhat detached, 

delicate, gentle, 

muted, or hushed 

UC 

2nd strongest Scenes 

that are ceremonial, 

stately, formal, grand, 

imposing, haughty, or 

violent 

UL 

6th strongest Scenes 

that are supernatural, 

scary, or that suggest 

misery, gloom, or 

sorrow 

DR 

3rd strongest Scenes 

that are affectionate, 

romantic, or 

sympathetic 

DC 

Strongest Scenes of 

direct conflict with 

strong tension and 

excitement 

DL 

4th strongest Scenes 

that are isolated, 

remote, icy, hostile, or 

detached yet 

important 

 
Audience 

 

 

But the use of lighting or platforming can make big changes 



Faustus (a Broadway production) 

 

Soul-selling scene 

 

Intimate love scene 



(X) Blocking actors (flexibility) 
 

 

 

shared 

 

 
() 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Three-quarters open 

(X) 
 

 

open 
 
 

 

 











() 

 

 

 

Open turn and closed turn 
 

 

 

 



 

Downstage Cross and upstage cross 
 

 

Let the one crossing take the stage 
 

 

Countering to dress the stage 
 

 

 
 


